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MSPs create labor efficiencies by developing service 
delivery methodologies for their services “factories.” 
In fact, their methodology is their Service Factory©.

The Service Leadership Index® categorizes those Infrastructure - Managed Services Providers (MSPs) who are in the top quartile of 
Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization (EBITDA) percentage performance for that business model as Best-
In-Class (BIC) performers. From 2008 through 2015, the BIC MSPs delivered 2.6 times greater bottom line profitability than the 
Median-performing MSPs (respectively, 19.1% vs. 7.4% EBITDA after owner fair market compensation) regardless of size, market 
or age of MSP. This large delta in financial performance results partly from their understanding of the value of deploying a single 
infrastructure design (Reference Architecture), and their ability to enforce the use of it across the large majority of their clients.

MSPs’ Points of Operational Leverage

The MSP’s investment to develop, maintain and 
enforce a robust service delivery methodology is 
their R&D budget; a budget which increases as the 
Solution Provider strives to attain higher Operational 
Maturity Levels© (OML©).

Having a Reference Architecture is the most 
important single lever in optimizing potential 
revenue; managing operational costs; and mitigating 
key strategic, operational and financial risks.

Having a Reference Architecture results in a more 
compelling offer to the end customer – greater 
consistency of performance, higher Service Level 
Agreements (SLAs), and less risk – which also 
results in more referrals, more confident salespeople, 
and richer deals.

BIC MSPs have the best running Service Factories – 
where a key design element is deliberate technology 
boundaries strictly narrowing the breadth of the 
technology stack the factory must support, and uses 
to do so.

BIC MSPs invest the most in R&D – i.e., the 
development of their service methodology, including 
their Reference Architecture.

BIC MSPs spend materially less than their lower-
profit peers on overhead as a percentage of revenue 
and of Gross Margin dollars.

BIC MSPs have more leads, shorter sales cycles 
and higher close ratios – winning more often and 
more quickly – by exerting tighter control over what 
technology the client can have.

Best-In-Class (BIC) MSPs
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Executive Summary

The Service Leadership Index® (S-L Index™) shows that from 2008 through 2015, MSPs in the top quartile of EBITDA % profitability for the business 
model (after owner fair market compensation) consistently have about 2.6 times higher EBITDA % than median-performing MSPs, regardless of the 
size, age or market of the MSP. Figure 1 below shows these results.

MSPs driving this Best-In-Class financial performance earn materially higher stock value and greater investment attractiveness.

They obtain these outcomes by focusing on key underlying practices which produce multiple efficiencies, competitive advantages, and win/win 
outcomes for their customers and themselves. We say they are at a higher Operational Maturity Level© (OML), and benchmark them objectively on this 
dimension.

Foundational to most of these underlying best practices, is that the MSP has first designed and deployed a single infrastructure design – which we’ll 
refer to as a “Reference Architecture” – for their clients and themselves.

They then enforce the use of their Reference Architecture across the majority of their clients; the highest performing firms do so across virtually all 
their clients. This is evident regardless of whether they choose to pursue the small and midsize-businesses (SMB), mid-market or enterprise Managed 
Services market segment, and regardless of geography.

Figure 1:  Best-in-Class vs. Median EBITDA performance of MSPs. Source: Service Leadership Index
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Implementing a Reference Architecture improves an MSP’s profitability, scalability and service quality by reducing the number of operational variables 
to be managed, thereby reducing complexity and cost across a range of strategic to tactical factors.

The value chain enabled by a Reference Architecture is shown in Figure 2, below:

If no well-defined Reference Architecture is in place and enforced, too many technology variables remain in play to create an effective service delivery 
methodology. This erodes the potential of the service operation to deliver predictable, scalable quality and profit.

The erosion of service quality impacts the ability to grow revenue.

 » It increases customer attrition, reduces scope expansion among remaining customers, reduces the number of testimonials and referrals, and saps 
the Sales team’s confidence.

 » Additionally, high service quality tends to attract clients who perceive themselves as having demanding requirements and are more willing 
to commit a win/win level of spending to meet them. Conversely, lower service quality tends to attract customers (and tends to encourage 
Salespeople to find customers) who perceive themselves as having less-demanding requirements and are more often not willing to invest win/win 
levels of budget.

Lack of a well-defined and well-enforced Reference Architecture:

 » Undermines the MSP’s ability to engage in value pricing (which enables winning at prices at or above the high end of the market), thereby sub-
optimizing revenue per customer;

 » Presents added operational complexity, which increases operational costs and challenges service quality and scalability; and,

 » Hobbles efforts to mitigate key operational and financial risks.

 » The highest-leverage (most foundational) way to distill the value proposition and client qualification aspects of the business is to center them on a 
well-defined solution and tool set – i.e., Reference Architecture.

Figure 2:  The value chain enabled by a Reference Architecture.

Single Reference Architecture

Optimized Service Methodology
( “Service Factory” )

Focused, Differentiated
Go-To-Market

BIC
Profits
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MSPs with top financial performance, also score highest on our Operational Maturity Level benchmarking, a key aspect of which is the development 
and enforcement of a Reference Architecture.

The results that come from attaining a higher OML can be seen in Figure 3 below. The financial results of Best-in-Class MSPs, or those with top 
quartile EBITDA % for the business model after owner fair market compensation, are shown in green; they outperform Median MSPs on every 
financial measure.

Adhering to a Reference Architecture operationally improves service scalability, growth and profit, and also reduces Overhead costs by narrowing and 
increasing the effectiveness of the go-to-market plan.

It improves differentiation by enabling and communicating specialization, expertise and commitment to prospective clients, which increases close 

ratios and tends to attract clients with more critical needs and the ability to invest to satisfy them. These outcomes in turn, speed growth and 
increase margin.

In this white paper, we will show how implementing just one key component of a Reference Architecture can be an important step towards driving top 
MSP financial performance. We will examine the choice of a next-generation endpoint security as part of your Reference Architecture and how this 
choice can materially benefit your P&L. 

Specifically:

 » Faster revenue growth (greater differentiation, more leads, shorter sales cycle, higher $/user)

 » Better gross margin, lower service Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)

 » Lower SG&A (lower sales cost and G&A cost/time per GM$)

 » Lower cost associated with risk and risk management

All of which should improve your EBITDA; which in turn increases the stock value of your company.

Figure 3:  Average income statement of MSPs in each quartile of adjusted EBITDA, across all geographies. Source: Service Leadership Index
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Definition of a Reference Architecture

We define a Reference Architecture as a single design that spans multiple layers of the technology stack that every IT-using business has 
implemented: the specific hardware and software products that a given client uses at each layer of its computing infrastructure, from networks to 
servers to desktops and mobile devices, typically specified by vendor and model number.

For the large MSP, the Reference Architecture effectively encompasses their entire service offering:

 » At the end user level – mobile devices, desktops, laptops

 » At the computer level – with servers and storage

 » At the network layer – end-to-end

 » In collaboration – inside the customer and within the customers’ ecosystems

 » With security

 » With regulatory compliance

 » In providing business continuity

The Reference Architecture also extends to how all of these layers are integrated together, and configured during installation and change management. 
It further extends into the systems and service management tool set and processes used by the MSP to efficiently manage the infrastructure that is 
leveraged from the heart of their operation out to the core of their clients’.

The need for a Reference Architecture is nothing new; it’s just a new realization for many of the MSPs who have entered the market or transitioned to 
the Managed Service business model over the last 10 years.

 » Chief Information Officers (CIOs) with substantive bases of installed assets, know how critically important it is to cost control, quality and 
scalability, to have tight standards. This is how they control Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)1.

 » For the same reasons, enterprise Managed Service Providers, such as IBM Global Services and HP Enterprise Services, have also long known that 
they must have all their clients on a narrow technology stack. We have coined the term Total Cost of Managed Services© (TCMS) to reflect these 
practical realities in the MSP world.

 » In the mid-market and small business IT segments, the concept of TCMS is not well recognized in the lower OML MSPs, but the higher OML MSPs 
have recognized it and understand that a Reference Architecture is critical to their business, and they understand how to develop, enforce and 
evolve one.

MSPs who have scaled and who deliver top financial performance (not all who have scaled do well financially) have learned the value and the 
methods of implementing a Reference Architecture. Vendors who wish to help their MSP partners succeed, at least recognize this and ideally help 
them with it.

1Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), Gartner Group, 1987
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Picking Vendors to Optimize Development of a Reference Architecture

The cost to the MSP of developing and evolving a Reference Architecture for each major solution segment is significant. The MSP’s highest level 
engineers and process experts, line management, and financial management must all be involved. Products must be tested for technical and 
operational value in a lab-style environment and then a beta environment. The final choice of vendor from those proposed by the selection team, is the 
CEO’s decision because the long–term consequences are material. Procurement must then negotiate with chosen vendors.

To most safely control these costs and reduce the time-to-market, top-performing MSPs exhibit four behaviors when initially defining and then 
maintaining their architecture:

1. They tend to choose dominant vendors with the financial strength to invest for the long-term in stable yet competitive technology strategies;

2. They tend to have fewer rather than more vendors in the architecture, and have deeper relationships with them;

3. They tend to “churn” vendors and tools much less frequently than do lower performing MSPs, and invest more in deeply integrating what they 
choose into their technology and processes; and,

4. They tend to pick vendors who understand and respect the MSP’s critical need for a Reference Architecture and who may even provide the 
recommended architecture for their part of the MSP’s technology stack.

To this last point, top-performing MSPs tend to pick vendors who understand that continually adopting the vendor’s latest offering – while it may help 
the vendor keep its own factories humming – is damaging to the efficiency and effectiveness of their own Service Factory.

Most vendors who sell to enterprise CIOs have learned that they must wait for the CIO to have a gap in their technology standards – created either by 
the sunsetting of a deployed product, the driving need for greater functionality, or the advent of something materially new and different – before they 
can convince the CIO to adopt their new product.

However, many of those same vendors have not learned that all MSPs (even SMB-focused MSPs) must be treated the same way as enterprise CIOs, 
for the same operational reasons. They mistakenly view MSPs as just another channel business model whose purpose – in the vendor’s eyes – is to 
act as the “last mile” in the distribution chain to the end customer.

MSPs who want successful business results learn – either quickly or slowly – that their financial need to have a stable, well-defined technology stack 
as the foundation of their operational efficiency, greatly outweighs the gross margin they can earn from selling and implementing new products.

That isn’t to say that top-performing MSPs don’t sell a lot of product; they do. They do it differently, however, by choosing a standard product and 
ensuring it gets sold within a meaningfully short period of time to virtually all their customers.

From the vendor’s point of view, this looks something like magic. Many vendors lament that many of their partners, even those who enthusiastically 
adopt the newest product, sell only a few units and then go on to the next “bright shiny object.”

However, when the vendor happens to engage an MSP who is at a high OML, their experience is that the MSP will say, “I’ll sell 250 of these over the 
next 14 months,” and then do so. This is because the mature MSP requires customers to stay on its evolving Reference Architecture, and has the 
account management policies and processes to ensure that happens.

When it encounters one of the high OML MSPs, the vendor must be ready with a sales pitch and value proposition which appeals to this mind-set, 
keeping in mind the MSP behaviors noted as #2 and #4 in the list above. This is a different approach than the vendor must use to appeal to MSPs at 
a lower OML. 
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The Mechanics of a Reference Architecture in Delivering Value to the MSP

MSP owners and executives, like most successful business executives, focus intensely on three primary objectives: drive revenue, reduce cost and 
reduce risk.

How do the top-performing MSPs leverage having a Reference Architecture to deliver against these primary objectives?

What’s the Gross Margin Benefit of a Reference Architecture?

Figure 5, below, shows the Gross Margin % of the average MSP in each quartile of adjusted EBITDA profitability. In reviewing this, please note that the 
Service Leadership Index benchmark requires participating MSPs to put into service Cost of Goods Sold (COGS), the full cost of all technical people on 
staff, including all unbilled time and all pre-sales activities, even for those engineers 100% dedicated to pre-sales. The margin you see below is after 
all of these costs.

Figure 4:  The primary concerns of thoughtful MSP owners and executives.

Figure 5:  Fully loaded Service Gross Margins of MSPs by adjusted EBITDA quartile. Source: Service Leadership Index

Reduce Risk

Reduce Cost

Drive Revenue
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Those MSPs in the top quartile of profitability earn about 5% higher Gross Margin in their Managed Services line of business (which is by definition 
their largest service line of business) and about 6% higher across all their infrastructure services, than do the Median profitability MSPs.

As the inset shows, they have a Service Multiple of Wages© of 2.8. That is, they earn about $2.80 in Service revenue for every dollar of Service COGS, 
which is of course primarily made up of payroll and related costs.

How does implementing a Reference Architecture enable this? The narrower the range of technologies (for each segment of the technology stack) 
that the MSP’s technical staff must support, the lower skilled and therefore lower cost the technical staff can be. To understand this, it’s helpful to 
understand the phases of technical staffing and organization the MSP goes through as it increases in OML:

 » OML 1: A wide range of skills and pay range across the technical staff, lots of independent activities. Little or no awareness of the need for a 
Reference Architecture; “We custom design the network for you” is a key selling point.

 » OML 2: Because of increasing backlog of customer problems to be resolved (as the number of Managed Services customers grows), hire more 
staff at moderate to high cost per person. Some teamwork developing, but not effective because the skills of the team are fragmented across too 
many technologies supported. Key selling point: “Unlike our competitors who require you to adhere to their standards, our engineers are smart. 
They can deal with your custom network needs.”

 » OML 3: Because of overwhelming backlog of customer problems to be resolved, and stunted process maturity resulting from too many 
technologies supported, hire even more high-cost engineers so each have wider and deeper skills. Backlog drops and teamwork increases 
because a wider range of problems can be handed from one engineer to another. Yet, operating cost is high and scalability is low, because 
skilled engineers are costly and hard to find and process complexity is spiraling. Need for a Reference Architecture is urgent. Trying to develop a 
Reference Architecture and a selling point that gets the customers interested in adhering to it.

 » OML 4 and 5: Belated implementation of a Reference Architecture and development of the key selling point which, distilled, is: “If you want to 
have this great service level at this great price, and to shift the financial risk of IT operations and planning to us, this is the business-optimized 
architecture we’re both going to follow.” The skill level needed in the technical team drops dramatically because every customer’s environment 
looks the same. Staffing flexibility and levels, teamwork and hiring all become significantly easier.
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We can see the direct financial benefits of this ability to use less skilled, less costly people, in the results of our Service Leadership Index Bi-Annual 
Solution Provider Compensation Report©, shown in Figure 6 below.

Recall from Figure 5 that the top quartile MSPs earn Service Multiple of Wages of about 2.8, which yields a materially higher Gross Margin % than 
earned by the median or bottom quartile MSPs, whose Multiple of Wages is 2.4 and 2.2 respectively. In Figure 6, the green line indicates the Multiple 
of Wages that earns about 50% Gross Margin; the red line indicates about 30% Gross Margin. Even at Best-in-Class utilization, technical people 
above the $70,000-$80,000 pay range rarely attain 2.8 Multiple of Wages.

This means the top quartile MSPs, who have the highest OML with regards to Reference Architecture, are because of it, able to deliver the same or 
better service levels with a team comprised mostly of people below that pay range.

The benefit of being able to apply lower skilled, lower cost people is magnified if we don’t assume the MSP is running at Best-in-Class utilization 
(which most low-OML MSPs are not).

Figure 6:  Service Multiple of Wages for technical staff at increasing pay ranges, if productive utilization is at Best-in-Class. Source: Service Leadership Index
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Figure 7 above, shows that at the utilization attained by MSPs in the bottom quartile of profitability, technical people above the $40,000 to $50,000 
pay range rarely attain 2.8 Multiple of Wages. These low performing firms – because of their low utilization – would benefit even more from 
implementing a Reference Architecture to enable them to have a higher proportion of lower skilled, lower cost people.

What’s the Overhead Reduction Benefit of a Reference Architecture?

The MSPs with higher financial performance generally spend more on the development of their service methodology, including their Reference 
Architecture.

These same MSPs are then able to spend materially less than their lower-profit peers on Sales and Marketing, as well as General and Administrative 
expenses; in other words, on Overhead. Their higher profit comes from higher Gross Margin, as we have seen, but they also spend less on Overhead in 
absolute terms (i.e. as a percent of revenue not just of Gross Margin).

What is the role of a Reference Architecture in this beneficial outcome?

To answer this, we can look at MSPs’ spending on Overhead, by their Operational Maturity Level. As Figure 8, below, shows, the more operationally 
mature MSPs spend considerably less on Overhead costs, than do the less operationally mature. (Yet as we will see, these MSPs spend more on 
service methodology, including developing and using a Reference Architecture.)

Figure 7: Service Multiple of Wages for technical staff at increasing pay ranges, if productive utilization is that of those MSPs bottom quartile profitability. 
Source: Service Leadership Index
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Overhead (SG&A) Factors for MSPs in 2015
Operational Maturity Level© (OML)

OML 1 & 2 OML 3 OML 4 & 5

Avg. Overhead Expense (% of Revenue) 37.2% 31.4% 27.4%

Avg. Blended GM% (All Products & Services Combined) 35.3% 38.3% 44.0%

Avg. Overhead Expense (% of GM$) 105.4% 81.9% 56.1%

Figure 8:  Average Overhead expenses of MSPs by their Operational Maturity Level. Source: Service Leadership Index

Unfortunately, as you can see, MSPs at OML 1 and 2 are frequently loss-making at the bottom line; they are, on average, spending more in Overhead 
than they are earning in Gross Margin.

The OML 4 and 5 MSPs, on the other hand, are only spending a bit more than half of their Gross Margin on Overhead, obviously a formula for good 
profits. As one example of their economical behavior, we can see the benefits to the efficiency and effectiveness of Sales and Marketing costs of 
implementing a Reference Architecture. In Figure 9, below: 1 = Weak Benefit and 4 = Strong Benefit.

Sales and Marketing Phase Economic Benefit of Ref. Arch. 
(1 = Weak Benefit, 4 = Strong)

Offering Definition 4

Vendor Relationships 2

Marketing / Lead Generation 3

Qualification 4

Assessment / Pre-Sales 4

Proposal and Pricing Development 4

Negotiating and Closing 3

Average Benefit to Attaining Best-in-Class S&M Cost 3.8 / 4.0

Figure 9:  Relative benefit of implementing a Reference Architecture to Sales and Marketing efficiency and effectiveness. Source: Service Leadership Index

Having a Reference Architecture has similar, though less dramatic, benefits to General and Administrative (back office) costs as well. For example, 
with less variance in technical architecture used by and for each client, billing complexity is typically reduced. For another, more consistent and higher 
service level attainment lowers collection costs and time, and reduces credits.

As you can see, having a Reference Architecture is important for Overhead cost control in MSPs. This is further highlighted when we look at the 
comparable costs for these Sales and Marketing activities in high OML MSPs versus low OML MSPs, remembering that implementing a Reference 
Architecture is a foundational trait that the high OML have implemented and leveraged, while the low OML have either not, or only somewhat, done so.
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In Figure 10, below, 1 = Lowest Cost and 4 = Highest Cost.

Sales and Marketing Phase 
(1 = Lowest Cost, 4 = Highest Cost)

Operational Maturity Level© (OML)
OML 4 & 5 

Considerations
OML 1 & 2 OML 4 & 5

Offering Definition 2 4
Takes more time to be well-defined, and the opportunity to be well-
defined only comes with having a Reference Architecture.

Vendor Relationships 3 1 Fewer, more productive relationships, as previously noted.

Marketing / Lead Generation 3 2 Cast a narrower net, but be more relevant, and get more referrals.

Qualification 4 2 Quicker, easier qualification, fewer exceptions to manage.

Assessment / Pre-Sales 4 1
Quicker, easier and more accurate assessments and pre-sales 
discussions.

Proposal and Pricing Development 4 1
Faster turn-around time (because assessments are better and end-
states are nearly identical for each proposal), more compelling offer 
(better SLA and client economics, better written proposal).

Negotiating and Closing 3 3
Sometimes more challenging close due to tighter standards, but more 
compelling case and references.

Relative Cost for Sales and Marketing Cycle 3.3 / 4.0 2.0 / 4.0
Approx. 40% advantage in Sales and Marketing costs to higher OML 
MSPs.

Figure 10:  Sales and marketing costs and experiences of least and most operationally mature Managed Services firms. Source: Service Leadership Index

As a result, the most operationally mature MSPs have shorter sales cycles and higher proposal-to-close ratios. They win more quickly, more often, 
by exerting tighter control over what technology the client can have. In addition, because they have higher service quality (and the referrals and 
testimonials earned by it), they tend to attract and win more clients who are willing to invest in a win/win budget to obtain that level of service.

Thus, in what seems like a paradox to lower OML MSPs, the higher OML MSPs grow revenue faster by having tighter standards. To walk away from 
prospects who won’t make the investment to adhere to one’s Reference Architecture seems dangerously rash to low OML MSPs. However, those who 
are more operationally mature know that doing so, increases growth in both revenue and margin. This, in turn, allows more competitive pricing even as 
their better reputation reduces the need to compete on price. More margin also enables greater reinvestment in marketing.
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Figure 11 below summarizes the higher financial performance of MSPs who drive to develop and enforce standards – that is, who develop a Reference 
Architecture and require their clients to migrate to it.

Let’s now look at the financials of a typical large MSP and see how just one key choice in the overall Reference Architecture stack can impact the 
revenue, cost and risk performance of the large MSP.

What’s the Risk Mitigation Benefit of a Reference Architecture?

By now you will have identified many areas of risk mitigation afforded to the MSP by implementing a Reference Architecture:

 » A faster and more productive sales cycle increases growth rate, reduces sales cost as a percent of Revenue, and reduces reliance on too few 
customers.

 » Higher Gross Margins provide more room to ensure service levels and invest in further driving efficiencies and value.

 » Lower Overhead costs as a percent of Revenue and of Gross Margin provide more safety (more remaining profit dollars) to handle unexpected 
challenges and to take advantage of unexpected opportunities.

These are substantial benefits enjoyed by those at high OML with regard to Reference Architecture, and the lack of them can be seen first-hand in the 
urgency of short-term rather than long-term focus of the management teams of the low OML MSPs.

A risk created by having a Reference Architecture is that one might select the wrong product or vendor for a given segment of the technology stack. 
However, this is mitigated by those at high OML in two ways. First, as previously discussed, they have a more robust process for testing and selecting 
technologies, so they are less likely to make a misjudgment.

Second, they exert a higher degree of control over the customer in general (greater stickiness), as well as over what the customer buys and when. If 
the high OML MSP does choose the wrong technology, they are at least at lower risk of losing customers to attrition, or of having them go out and buy a 
different product before the MSP can select a suitable replacement standard. 

Figure 11:  MSP financial performance by OML in using Reference Architecture (i.e. degree of standardization). Source: Service Leadership Index
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Analysis: Financial Benefit for an Example Larger MSP – Next-Generation Endpoint Security

In Figure 12 below, we provide the Income Statement for an example larger MSP (in fact, the composite average of a number of like-sized MSPs 
selected from the Service Leadership Index). In this example, the firm has nearly $12M in Revenue, making it about 2.5 times larger than the average 
MSP in 2015.

It earned $4.9M (41.1%) in Gross Margin, and had $3.6M (30.2%) in Sales, General and Administrative costs (SG&A). This yielded $1.4M (11.7%) in 
EBITDA after an adjustment to ensure the owners’ fair market compensation is taken from the Income Statement, not the Balance Sheet.2

By comparing these results with the Service Leadership Index benchmarks in Figure 3, we can see the example firm performed above Median Adjusted 
EBITDA % and about halfway to top quartile performance. We can say it is moderately well-performing.

The example firm’s blended Gross Margin is at Best-in-Class, but its SG&A load is about that of the Median EBITDA performers and about 3% higher 
(or about 10% more SG&A dollars per dollar of revenue in absolute terms) than the top quartile.

Average Larger MSP* Annualized

Product Resale Revenue $ 4,153,416

Infrastructure Technical Services Revenue $ 313,842

Infrastructure Professional (Project) Services Revenue $ 1,264,226

Infrastructure Managed Services Revenue $ 5,248,773

Shared Infrastructure Services Revenue $ 759,725

Infrastructure Revenue $ 7,586,567

Applications Revenue $ 7,135

Commissions & Agency Revenue $ 158,276

TOTAL REVENUE $ 11,905,394

Total Recurring Revenue 50.5% $ 6,008,499

MRR $ 500,708

Product Resale GM 26.8% $ 1,113,116

Infrastructure Technical Services GM 38.2% $ 119,888

Infrastructure Professional (Project) GM 35.5% $ 448,800

Infrastructure Managed Services GM 52.6% $ 2,760,855

Shared Infrastructure Services GM% 40.4% $ 306,929

Infrastructure GM 47.9% $ 3,636,472

Applications Services GM 143.1% $ (10,210)

Commissions & Agency GM 100.0% $ 158,276

TOTAL GROSS MARGIN 41.1% $ 4,897,653

Total Sales & Marketing Expense 7.8% $ 928,621

G&A Expenses 22.4% $ 2,666,808

SG&A 30.2% $ 3,595,429

TOTAL OPERATING INCOME 10.9% $ 1,302,224

Interest, Taxes, Depreciation & Amortization 3.7% $ 440,500

EBITDA 14.6% $ 1,742,724

Figure 12:  Income Statement of a moderately well-performing, larger MSP. Source: Service Leadership Index

2Adjusted EBITDA, by the way, is a good proxy for the cash flow generated by the business and a metric often used in valuations of MSPs.
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Let’s take one piece of a well-constructed Reference Architecture – next-generation endpoint security – and walk through the impact that this one 
choice can have on the Income Statement of this moderately well-performing large MSP. In particular, we will look at the impacts of incorporating next-
generation endpoint security on its effectiveness at:

 » Driving revenue,

 » Lowering operating costs, and

 » Mitigating key risks in the business,

 » Thus, improving EBITDA; and,

 » In turn, increasing the shareholder value of the MSP.

In Figure 13 below the callouts identify some of the leverage points that this one segment of a well-constructed Reference Architecture has on the 
financial performance of example large MSP.

Leverage Points Average Larger MSP* Annualized Leverage Points

What portion of the work in 
the NOC and Service Desk is 
related to endpoint security?

Product Resale Revenue $ 4,153,416 How much additional real/
perceived value is there to the 
customer in providing next-
generation endpoint security?

How many customers are lost 
per year?

How many referrals not asked 
for and/or received due to 
repeated endpoint security 
issues?

Infrastructure Technical Services Revenue $ 313,842

Infrastructure Professional (Project) Services Revenue $ 1,264,226

Infrastructure Managed Services Revenue $ 5,248,773

Shared Infrastructure Services Revenue $ 759,725

Infrastructure Revenue $ 7,586,567

Applications Revenue $ 7,135

Commissions & Agency Revenue $ 158,276

Sacrificed by higher than 
necessary labor costs? 
How much margin is “leaked” 
by performing remediation 
at or below cost to maintain 
customer satisfaction?

TOTAL REVENUE $ 11,905,394

Total Recurring Revenue $ 6,008,499

MRR $ 500,708

Product Resale GM $ 1,113,116

Infrastructure Technical Services GM $ 119,888

Infrastructure Professional (Project) GM $ 448,800

Infrastructure Managed Services GM $ 2,760,855

Shared Infrastructure Services GM% $ 306,929

Infrastructure GM $ 3,636,472

Applications Services GM $ (10,210)

Commissions & Agency GM $ 158,276

How much sales, management 
and G&A cost and time are 
spent due to failed endpoint 
security?

TOTAL GROSS MARGIN $ 4,897,653 How much more effective can 
Sales & Marketing be with a 
clear example of high value in 
reference technology stack? To 
generate leads? Referrals?

Total Sales & Marketing Expense $ 928,621

G&A Expenses $ 2,666,808

SG&A $ 3,595,429
How much more valuable 
would your business be with 
next-generation endpoint 
security?
Each $1 of EBITDA = $5-8 of 
equity value.

TOTAL OPERATING INCOME $ 1,302,224

Interest, Taxes, Depreciation & Amortization $ 440,500

EBITDA $ 1,742,724

Figure 13:  Potential leverage points of a next-generation endpoint security offer on a typical larger MSP’s financial performance. Sources: Service Leadership Index, Webroot

*Source: Service Leadership Index, Composite P&L for an average Larger MSP.
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Let’s examine how these leverage points contribute to supporting the MSP CEO’s primary areas of focus: driving revenue, reducing cost and 
reducing risk.

Benefits to Driving Revenue

Where is the revenue leverage with your Reference Architecture? As MSPs mature operationally, although their pricing model (behind the scenes) gets 
increasingly complex, encompassing and accurate, the pricing they show the customer gets increasingly simple and focused on customer value. It also 
gets significantly higher for the same services to the same customer profile. This happens in three phases:

1. Market-Based pricing:  i.e., pricing to meet the competition, and since most MSPs still operate at lower OML (and thus at lower profit) and since 
generally only the lower OML MSPs “publish” their prices, matching the competition means pricing unknowingly to lose money.

2. Evolving to Cost-Up pricing:  With the intention to stop losing money, and now that the MSP better knows its own costs, to this they add the 
desired margin, usually arriving at a price about 2x to 3x what they were previously charging for the same offers to the same customer profile.

3. Evolving to Value-Based pricing:  Now capable of expressing the value of their offers in terms of how they benefit the customer CEO’s own goals 
of driving revenue, reducing cost and reducing risk in their business, the higher OML MSPs price on that basis, and generally charge between 25% 
to 50% higher than they were charging at the Cost-Up stage of maturity.

That said, selling Value-Based pricing requires:

a)  Delivering demonstrable, differentiated value from the perspective of the customer; and

b)  Doing so with a salesperson who can sell on value.

Value-Based selling is most easily taught if the value proposition is easy to learn and to communicate. We will use next-generation endpoint security 
from Webroot as our example.

a)  Differentiated value proposition to the end customer – “Our Business-Optimization Architecture3 has next-generation endpoint security 
which means you won’t be infected by viruses, you won’t be impacted by ransomware, and if anything does ultimately get through, there won’t 
be any material impact or additional costs.”

b)  Simple for the Salesperson – Sell our Business Optimization Architecture. Our competitors don’t know to put a brand on their architecture 
and promote it, either because they don’t have one or they haven’t figured out how to express the value to the customer. Make sure the 
customer understands that we are constantly evaluating new technology and judiciously adding just the right ones at just the right times 
to optimize their productivity, security, safety and IT Capital Expense (capex) and Operating Expense (opex) costs, through our Business 
Optimization Architecture. Our new next-generation endpoint security component is an example of that. And with our Quarterly Business 
Reviews (QBR), they will know three to four quarters in advance of any budget changes to keep them safe and productive at optimal cost.

Now that we see how incorporating next-generation endpoint security into the offer can support the most productive form of selling, what is the 
revenue potential of having next-generation endpoint security from Webroot in the Reference Architecture?

 » To Salespeople:

 – How much more effective could they be with a compelling next-generation endpoint value proposition as a point of differentiation?

 – What is the increased likelihood of referrals due to exceeding expectations on security?

 – What is the increased likelihood of inbound inquiries from prospective customers who have just had a negative experience due to the poor 
endpoint security afforded by their current MSP or internal IT people?

2Obviously, higher OML MSPs brand their Reference Architecture and use it as a differentiated selling tool, and to set the customers’ expectations that changes will occur at an intentional pace. Please note that 
“Business Optimization Architecture” is a copyright of Service Leadership, Inc.; you should coin your own sub-brand which supports your overall messaging. Also, notice that we are not using “Webroot” in identifying the 
Endpoint security offer; high OML MSPs do not mention vendor brand names in their offers, to maximize differentiation and diminish the customer’s ability to cross-shop.
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 » Marketing:

 – How many more qualified leads can Marketing generate with a compelling next-generation endpoint value proposition as a point of 
differentiation?

 – Won’t marketing with a compelling next-generation endpoint value proposition be the best approach to attract strategic buyers of IT, those 
companies where you better price on value, since they’re the most likely to care about security?

According to Webroot, unlike with conventional endpoint security, with a next-generation endpoint security solution from Webroot in the Reference 
Architecture, there is additional value that Marketing can use to drive leads, and Salespeople can use to drive pricing uplift via better value pricing.

Figure 14 shows these additional value points:

Additional Value 
from Webroot

Additional Potential Revenue Leverage, Marketing Messaging 
and Salesperson-Delivered Value Propositions

Identity Shield
Protects users from online threats that capture personal information, such as login credentials and PINs. How many SaaS apps do your 
customers run which require PINs?

Outbound Firewall
Enhances existing Windows firewall (inbound) with an outbound firewall and analyzes the requests to stop data exfiltration and automated user-
oriented processes that can be compromised with malware. How many of your customers have data they don’t want stolen?

Web Shield
Protects against phishing sites. What happens if one of your customer’s users gets fooled by a phishing site and provided company information, 
such as a company credit card?

Figure 14: Additional potential revenue leverage from next-generation endpoint security from Webroot.  Source: Webroot

Let’s examine how these value points (and the additional value points) can impact the Income Statement of the example larger MSP, 
which has:

 » 7.6 Salespeople (annualized)

 » 140 customers, who average 39 seats per customer, for a total of 5,460 seats under management

Based on this, we know the following approximate productivity:

 » Sales Person productivity:

 – Average Gross Margin production per year per Salesperson is $648,000.

 – Average revenue per account is about $85,000 per year, for an all-in revenue per user per month of about $181.

 » Marketing productivity:

 – We know that the average lifetime value of a closed lead is at least $255,000 (3 years times $85,000).

 – At the Marketing stage of the funnel, with a 25% expected close ratio, the expected value of a closed lead is therefore about $63,750 
($255,000 x 25%).

 – Let’s postulate that Marketing generates 60 well pre-qualified leads a year and additionally secures 12 referrals.

With small improvements we can attribute to the more compelling next-generation endpoint security value proposition as a point of 
differentiation:

 » Is 1% improvement in all-in revenue per user per month reasonable?

 » Could we generate 5% more leads?

 » Could we see 10% more referrals?
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Potential Improvement

Staffing
Average 

Large MSP
Prospect’s 

Staffing Leverage
Financial 

Metric
Current 

Performance

Percent 
Improvement 
with Webroot

Relevant 
Range

Total Benefit:
Greater 
Revenue 

(Annually)

Seats per account 39

Number of Accounts 140

Total Seats $5,460

Revenue/account $85,039

All in revenue per user 
per month

$182 1%

1%-10% 
but typically 

see some 
benefits

$119,055

# of Sales Admins 2.4 2.4

# of Marketing 
Professionals

.9 .9

How many qualified leads 
can marketing generate with  
compelling next-generation 
endpoint value proposition as 
a point of differentiation?

Lifetime value of 
closed lead

$255,117

Profitability of close 25%

Leads per year 60 5%

0%-10% 
but should 

expect 5% or 
more

E (value) per lead $63,779 $47,834

What is the increased 
likelihood of referrals due to 
exceeding expectations on 
security?

Lifetime value of closed 
referral

$255,117

Probability of close 25%

Referrals per year 12 10%

5%-20% 
but should 

expect 10% 
or more

E (value) per referral $63,779 $19,134

# of Sales &
Marketing Managers 
& Executives

1.3 1.3

# of People in Sales 
& Marketing

4.5 4.5

Potential Revenue Uplift from Realization of Full Benefits $186,022

 »

Figure 15 shows that, with these small improvements, the revenue impact is an additional $186,000 in revenue per year. We encourage you to 
use your own numbers, using this example model as a template. Even with these minor improvements in these ratios, we have added $186,000 in 
revenue, presumably at the example MSP’s blended margin of 41%.

Figure 15:  Example of potential revenue leverage from next-generation endpoint security for a large MSP. Sources: Service Leadership calculations, Webroot
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Benefits to Reducing Costs

Next, let’s take a look at the operational cost elements which drive Cost of Goods (COGS) for a large MSP. Revenue minus COGS is Gross Margin, 
which is the life blood of any company since you can’t spend against revenue, only against gross margin. What is the operational cost leverage of 
having next-generation endpoint security from Webroot in the reference architecture?

Our example large MSP has roughly 60 staff in their services organization and another 11 or so in managing the firm – i.e., Finance, Human 
Resources, Internal IT, management and other administrative staff. Considerations:

 » What portion of these personnel’s time is associated with endpoint security today?

 » How much less time would they spend if next-generation endpoint security from Webroot was in the reference architecture?

 » What’s the value of this saved time?

In the case of Webroot solutions, there is material, potential operational leverage, as Figure 16 details.

Webroot Next-Generation Endpoint Security Conventional Endpoint Security

Migration - of a 
100+ customers 
and 5,000 seats 
+/-

All web-based, cloud-based, means migration is done right the first 
time with no downstream clean up required 
Set policies:
• Global policies across all clients
• Local policies 

Use GPO or MSI and then install when polling the machines:
• Push the agent – any standard deployment
• Agent goes on the machine
• Agent calls into the console and pulls the policy off of the console
• Can then script to remove the existing security 

Bring in users as group if required 
Run in Silent Audit mode to make sure transition is seamless and to 
identify any possible end user issues prior to transition

Downloaded, copied to 
target, setup, installed, 
running, baselined and 
fully scanned in 5 minutes. 
SysAdmin can migrate 
100-200 customers and 
5,000 seats +/- with <30 
minutes/customer of work. 
(e.g., major RMM/PSA 
migrated 398,000 seats, 
and 2,000 MSPs in less 
than 2 months).

• Can NOT run in parallel - have to strip existing 
security off, and existing vendor makes this difficult

• Reload machine by machine, since agent is large 
(>100mb)

• Slow installs, less parallel work.
• Window of vulnerability from old to new - across at 

least 2 reboots 
• Likelihood of issues requiring Tier 3 engineer to 

resolve
• Training for NOC staff required
• Rarely get it right the first time which requires 

[extensive] ongoing cleanup

Takes at least a day 
per customer and 
could be even longer

New customer 
deployments

As above Single customer of 40 +/- 
seats can be deployed in 
under 2 hours

As above 10-30 hours to deploy 
a typical customer

Daily workload 
associated with 
endpoint security

Webroot solutions protect in real time, without time- or 
bandwidth-consuming signature updates:
• Each machine individually profiled
• Looks at user behavior to modify individual security settings 
• “It just works” – saves time and effort

Hierarchical management of all customers/users through a 
Global Site Manager - single pane of glass:
• Each customer is a site
• Parent/child key code allows MSP to see all
• But customer only can see their own
• MSP can create global policies that can be applied selectively or 

across the board 
Support built into the product, no need to call Webroot: 
• Reporting, alerts, etc. roll up globally 
• System is cloud-based with no local hardware and can be 

managed remotely from anywhere

1-2 hours a day with 5,000 
seats

• Definition updates
• Process tickets
• With many issues requires escalation to vendor
• Much higher rate of false positives
• Failed updates which require reinstalling of clients

At least 5x greater 
workload required 
- i.e., most clients 
report an 80% 
reduction in work

Remediation Remediation is automatic:
• On install – known good and known bad
• With larger environment may want to run in Silent Audit to double 

check white/black lists
• Looks at new and/or recently changed

With a potential infection:
• Recognizes as a potential infection
• Dwell time report – When did it arrive? When was it countered? 

What other machines infected? What is the attack trying to do
• Emulation, not a sandbox, to contain unknown file/process 
• Even Crypto ransomware can be remediated by stopping and 

running the files back

Operates in the background 
with virtually no workload 
required; except with 
unknown malware - which 
again can be stopped in 
real time and rolled back 
automatically -- across all 
the customers.

• Definition updates 4 hour cycles, solving after the fact
• Can’t track unknowns
• Often needs scripts and one-off tools to fix 
• Polymorphic malware forces playing catch-up
• High levels of reimaging as a practical matter

When an attack hits, 
can take up to several 
days to clean up a 
client

Figure 16:  Potential Operational Leverage From Next-Generation Endpoint Security For A Typical Large MSP, Source: Webroot
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To assess the potential impact of these factors, Service Leadership:

 » Looked at each set of Service and G&A personnel,

 » From the Service Leadership Index Bi-Annual Solution Provider Compensation Report©, estimated the likely payroll for each area, 

 » Estimated the portion of time these personnel spend on conventional endpoint security-related tasks,

 » Estimated the reduction with next-generation endpoint security from Webroot, and

 » Validated the results in 1:1 interviews with several large MSPs.

As with revenue, the potential to improve overall cost effectiveness is significant, in this case $229,000 annually for our example large MSP. This is 
shown in Figure 17 below.

Staffing

Average 
Large 
MSP

Staffing
Prospect’s 

Staffing
Potential Cost of 

Reduction Leverage
Financial 
Leverage

Current 
Payroll

Activities 
Related to 

Conventional 
Endpoint 
Security

Relevant 
Range 

(source 
Webroot, S-L 
Interviews)

Percent 
Reduction 

with 
Webroot

(see below 
for how next-
generation 
endpoint 
drives % 

reduction)

Total 
Benefit –

Lower 
Cost

Technical Services

Professional Services

5.9

7.9

5.9

7.9

How much more efficient is this team 
in onboarding a new customer with 
Webroot’s deployment vs. conventional 
endpoint security?

Endpoint security is a core activity on 
a daily basis, and ad hoc requirements 
for remediation and client interaction

Total
Payroll $815,426 5% 3-7% 95% 90-100% $38,733

Total 
Payroll $2,487,918 7% 5-10% 95% 90-100% $165,447

Managed Services 36.1 36.1  

2%
Misc. Infrastructure 1.9 1.9

Endpoint security is a core activity on a 
daily basis, with ad hoc requirements 
for remediation and client interaction

Total
Payroll $266,625 1-3% 95% 90-100% $5,066

Billable Infrastructure 
Supervisors

2.7 2.7

2%

Service Administrators 2.7 2.7

Endpoint security issues often require 
manager/executive-level participation

Total
Payroll $306,250

Infrastructure 
Managers & Executives

2.5 2.5
1-3% 95% 90-100% $5,819

Total Infrastructure 
Service Staff 59.7 59.7

Finance 2.8 2.8 How many billing disputes result from 
endpoint security issues?

Total
Payroll $233,922 1% 1-3% 95% 90-100% $2,222

Human Resources 1.4 1.4

Internal IT 1.9 1.9 How much time does your own IT team 
spend on endpoint security?

Total
Payroll $268,203 1% 1-3% 95% 90-100% $2,548

Misc. Administrative 2.7 2.7

C-Level Executives 2.4 2.4 Endpoint security issues occasionally 
require CEO-level participation

Total
Payroll $969,393 1% 1-3% 95% 90-100% $9,214

Total Admin Staff 11.1 11.1 

Total Services and 
G&A Staff 70.8 70.8

Potential Cost Reduction from Realization of Full Benefits 
from Next-Generation Endpoint Security $299,049

Figure 17:  Potential operational savings from next-generation endpoint security for a example large MSP Source: Service Leadership calculations, Webroot
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Benefits to Reducing Risk

The third area that can be benefited from implementing a Reference Architecture for the large MSP is in risk mitigation. There are a number of risk 
areas associated with endpoint security.

Below, Figure 18 highlights several such endpoint security related risk areas along with the financial measurements the large MSP can utilize to 
quantify each risk.

Area of Risk Financial Measurement for This Risk

Level of risk due to requirement of large MSP to properly evaluate and bring into 
operations, a replacement endpoint security solution.

• Hours to set up a non-production testing environment.
• Potential conflicts, possible requirement to uninstall currently running
    security.

Implementation risk - e.g., by blocking legitimate programs such as keyloggers installed on 
certain endpoints for compliance and security reasons.

• Hours expended to fix unexpected issues associated with client migrations.
• Client satisfaction ratings.

Remediation reimbursement - how many hours, with what associated cost, are effectively 
not charged for due to client expectations that the MSP should have stopped the malware?

• Uncharged and/or unreimbursed hours for client remediation due to endpoint security 
breaches.

Additional potential costs of failed endpoint security.
• Reimbursement of clients’ costs for ransomware attacks.
• Client satisfaction rating - number of incidents.

Customers lost annually due to end user security related issues.
• Number of Managed Service customers lost due to unacceptable endpoint security 

issues.

Referrals lost annually due to end user security related issues.
• Former customers don’t provide referrals.
• Even if they don’t leave, unhappy customers don’t provide referrals.
• How many referrals lost due to these outcomes?

Figure 18:  Potential risk areas of conventional endpoint security for Example Large MSP Source: Service Leadership, Webroot

From this, a large MSP can readily estimate the costs associated with each risk category. They can then estimate the mitigation provided by having 
next-generation endpoint security from Webroot in place. In each case, the risk is likely to be fully mitigated.

In Figure 19 below, we estimate that for our example large MSP, the current costs and the associated benefits of risk mitigation can provide an impact 
of $109,000. As above, you can easily insert your company’s risk profile to gauge the potential benefits in your case.

POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT

Area of Risk Financial Measurement of Risk
Current 

Performance

Percent 
Improvement 
with Webroot

Total Benefit:
Flows directly to 

EBITDA

Level of risk due to requirement of Large MSPs to trial
Hours to set up a non-production testing environment. 
Potential conflicts, possible requirement to uninstall 
currently running security

20 90% $1,543

Implementation risk – e.g., by blocking legitimate 
programs such as keyloggers installed on certain 
endpoints for compliance and security reasons

Hours expended to “fix” unexpected issues associated 
with client migrations, client satisfaction ratings

20 95% $1,629

Remediation reimbursement – hours and associated 
costs which effectively are not (fully) charged for due to 
client expectations that the MSP should have stopped the 
malware?

Uncharged and/or unreimbursed hours for client 
remediation due to endpoint security breaches

40 100% $3,429

Additional potential costs of failed endpoint security
Reimbursement or “pay on behalf of” clients’ costs for 
ransomware attacks, client satisfaction rating – number 
of incidents

1 100% $18,145

Cost of customers lost due to repeated end user 
related issues

Number of full-service managed service customers due to 
repeated endpoint security issues [NOTE: even if not lost, 
how much less likely are they to refer?]

1 100% $85,039

Potential Cost Reduction from Realization of Full Benefits 
from Next-Generation Endpoint Security $109,785

Figure 19:  Potential risk mitigation benefits from next-generation endpoint security for example large MSP.  Source: Service Leadership calculations, Webroot
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Understanding the Total Potential Benefit

Now we can summarize the revenue, cost, and risk benefits of this one key choice – endpoint security – in the large MSP’s Reference Architecture.

As Figure 20, below summarizes, for this example large MSP, incorporating next-generation endpoint security from Webroot into the Reference 
Architecture can potentially increase their Adjusted EBITDA by about $366,000 or over 25% in absolute terms. Keeping score against the 2015 Best-
in-Class MSPs (those with top quartile Adjusted EBITDA %), the example large MSP moved from 11.7% to 14.8% Adjusted EBITDA, materially closer 
to the 18.3% that is the threshold to the top quartile.

Of course, the results will vary by individual large MSP; however, it’s clear that developing and enforcing a Reference Architecture, and the choices 
within it, can have a significant impact on financial performance.

POTENTIAL IMPACT WITH WEBROOT

Average Large 
MSP, or Prospect 

IF Prospect’s 
Data Used

Increased
Revenue

Reduced
Costs

Lower Risk
Posture

P&L
Improvement

Potential %
Improvement

Product Resale Revenue $              4,153,416

Infrastructure Technical Services Revenue $                 313,842

Infrastructure Professional (Project) Services Revenue $              1,264,226

Infrastructure Managed Services Revenue $              5,248,773

Shared Infrastructure Services Revenue $                 759,725

Infrastructure Revenue $              7,586,567

Applications Revenue $                     7,135

Commissions & Agency Revenue $                 158,276

TOTAL REVENUE $           11,905,394 $          186,022 $     12,091,415 2%

Total recurring revenue 50% $              6,008,499 $            93,883 $       6,102,381 2%

MRR $                500,708 $          508,532 2%

Product Resale GM 27% $              1,113,116 $       1,113,116 0%

Infrastructure Technical Services GM 38% $                 119,888 $          119,888 0%

Infrastructure Professional (Project) GM 36% $                 448,800 $            38,733 $          487,533 9%

Infrastructure Managed Services GM 53% $              2,760,855 $          176,331 $       2,937,186 6%

Shared Infrastructure Services GM 40% $                 306,929 $          306,929 0%

Infrastructure GM 48% $              3,636,472 $          215,064 $       3,851,536 6%

Applications Services GM -143% $                (10,210) $          (10,210) 0%

Commissions & Agency GM 100% $                 158,276 $          158,276 0%

TOTAL GROSS MARGIN 41% $              4,897,653 $            75,526 $          215,064 $       5,187,243 6%

Total Sales & Marketing Expense 8% $                 928,621 $          928,621 0%

G&A Expenses 22% $              2,666,808 $          (13,985) $       2,652,824 -1%

SG&A 30% $              3,595,429 $          (13,985) $       3,581,444 0%

TOTAL OPERATING INCOME 11% $              1,302,224 $            20,347 $          229,049 $       1,551,620 19%

Interest, Taxes, Depreciates & Amortization 4% $                 440,500

EBITDA 15% $             1,742,724 $            27,230 $          229,049 $          109,785 $       2,108,788 21%

Figure 20:  Potential total impact of incorporating next-generation endpoint security into an example large MSP’s Reference Architecture.   Source: Service Leadership calculations, Webroot
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Driving Shareholder Value Creation

Adjusted EBITDA, as we mentioned, is a proxy used for cash flow, which is often used as part of determining the stock value of an MSP. Knowing the 
stock value of the firm, and having a goal for value creation, is another trait of high-performing firms.

This is true whether the shareholders’ objective is to sell in a determined period of time, to get investment, or to never do those things. It is the act of 
setting the value creation goal, and then making progress towards it, that is characteristic of the higher performers.

Each year, Service Leadership separately publishes the valuation multiples for both Revenue by Line of Business and Adjusted EBITDA we believe 
represented the market range in the previous year. For brevity, we’ll look here at just the range of multiples for Adjusted EBITDA in 2015, to see how 
our potential $366,000 increase in Adjusted EBITDA would have impacted the shareholders’ value creation.

EBITDA $                  1,742,724 Potential Stock Value Impact $                  2,108,788

Multiple 
of EBITDA

Previous 
Stock Value

Increased 
Revenue

Reduced 
Costs

Lower Risk 
Posture

Stock Value 
with Webroot

Potential Increase 
in Stock Value

4.00 $                   6,970,896 $                      108,920 $                      916,194 $                      439,141 $                   8,435,151 21%

5.00 $                   8,713,620 $                      136,150 $                   1,145,243 $                      548,926 $                 10,543,939 21%

6.00 $                 10,456,344 $                      163,380 $                   1,374,291 $                      658,711 $                 12,652,727 21%

7.00 $                 12,199,068 $                      190,610 $                   1,603,340 $                      768,497 $                 14,761,515 21%

8.00 $                 13,941,792 $                      217,840 $                   1,832,388 $                      878,282 $                 16,870,302 21%

The low and high end for Adjusted EBITDA valuations for MSP in 2015 matched the historic peak that it reached in 2014: about 5.65x Adjusted EBITDA 
at the low end to, about 7.75x Adjusted EBITDA at the high end. Certainly, transactions took place outside this range, but the majority of deals were 
within it.

Thus, each dollar of Adjusted EBITDA was worth between $5.65 and $7.75. In the example large MSP, we saw that there was potential to add 
$366,000 to Adjusted EBITDA. Figure 20 shows the effects of this across a range of multiples spanning that which we saw in 2015. If we assume a 
mid-point on the table of, say, 6.0, then the added $366,000 generated about $2,196,000 in additional shareholder value.

Conclusions

The importance to a large MSP’s profitability, service quality and growth, of having and enforcing a single Reference Architecture, is material. MSP 
businesses are Service Factories which are operationally complex; they can and do “leak” profitability, quality and growth in a wide variety of places 
within their operations.

To the degree that their challenges can be simplified, they are likely to benefit significantly as the number of variables they must manage is decreased. 
The most expedient way to do this, is to reduce the number of technology options offered to the clients, that is, to have a single Reference Architecture, 
preferably comprised of as few vendors as possible (in order to minimize the need for inter-vendor mediation and leverage the preferred vendor’s 
understanding of Reference Architecture).

MSPs who do not follow this path, often do so for comprehensible reasons:

 » Lack of understanding of the value and role of a Reference Architecture;
 » Disbelief that reducing the number of technology options they represent and support, will accelerate sales growth;
 » Inability to develop a Reference Architecture and its surrounding service methodology;
 » Lack of ability to express the value of the Reference Architecture to staff and to prospects and customers; and,
 » Unwillingness or inability to commit to deeper relationships with fewer vendors.

Yet, the MSPs at higher Operational Maturity Level, relentlessly make incremental progress on these, and as a result, attain higher performance.

In this paper, we have endeavored to show the high value and pivotal role of a Reference Architecture in driving revenue, service quality and scale, 
in improving cost effectiveness, and mitigating risk. Together these have a significant positive impact on the Income Statement and with it, the likely 
shareholder value of the large MSP.

Figure 21:  Potential valuation improvement of incorporating next-generation endpoint security into the example large MSP’s Reference Architecture. Source: Service Leadership Index4

2Note: The EBITDA multiples and calculated stock values shown are approximates for information purposes only. The actual value of a company can only be determined at the time of an actual transaction.
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